Neoplastic transformation in the planarian: II. Ultrastructure of malignant reticuloma.
Cadmium and phorbol ester induced tumorigenesis in the planarian, Dugesia dorotocephala, develops as a cocarcinogenic process involving initiation and promotion in the progression of neoplastic disease. Treatment of intact planarians with sublethal concentrations of cadmium sulfate and 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) induced a type of infiltrating tumor that proved to be potentially lethal. Surgical transplantation of such tumorous tissues into otherwise healthy planarians resulted in the same histopathological progression to lethality, which confirmed the metastatic nature of the neoplasia. Electron microscopic studies revealed that both the chemically-induced and the transplantation-based tumors involved, exclusively, the proliferation and differentiation of abnormal reticular cells, referred to as reticuloma cells. Reticular cells normally are ameboid, phagocytic, and are thought to provide the planarian with a phylogenetic predecessor of an immune surveillance system. A considerable incidence of mitosis was observed within the tumor areas; and the sequence of differentiation, from transformed stem cells to mature but nonfunctional reticuloma cells, was elucidated. This profile of differentiation supports the concept of cellular derivation via stem cell dynamics as opposed to dedifferentiation. A variety of ultrastructural abnormalities were characterized: several of which tend to substantiate the anaplastic quality of the reticuloma, while others are more specifically diagnostic for malignancy. These findings further extend the potential usefulness of the planarian malignant reticuloma as a model system for the study of neoplastic stem cell diseases.